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ABOUT 
 
Turek is a modest (of almost 30 000 inhabitants) industrial town in central part of Poland, on 
the eastern outskirts of the Wielkopolska Voivodeship. Granted municipal laws in 1341, untill 
nineteenth century it had been a small private town posessed by the Roman Catholic 
Archibishophy of Gniezno. Due to politics of industrialization, promoted by the state agencies 
of the Kingdom of Poland (est. 1815 at the Congress of Vienna) in the long nineteenth 
century Turek became a local centre for trade and textlie industry. At that time it was located 
in the region of Kalisz, acting as a seat for local Russian imperial administration (county, 
powiat). In the interwar (1918-1939) Second Polish Republic Turek faced, like many 
provincial towns in postwar Europe, effects of the economic crisises and wartime 
devastation. But in the 1930s, when the Polish authoritatian government of Sanacja aimed to 
implement state-sponsored modernization policies of the national economy, industry and 
infrastructure, Turek municipality was granted several investment loans that enabled many 
interesting architectural and urban initiatives. Modernist paradigm of architecture as a tool to 
organize social life of the town population was one of the founding novelities of the 1930s in 
this mostly poor, backward small town with devastated local economy. After the Nazi 
Germany invasion of Poland (the September Campaign of 1939) Turek was renamed 
Thureck and incorporated into the Warthegau – a new province of the Third Reich, 
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established to forcibly colonize the new “Deutschen Osten”. Architectural and urban planning 
schemes and undertakings of the Nazi administration in Turek, like in many small towns of 
the region, went hand in hand with the extermination of Jews, Poles or other minorities of 
local populations and terrible “Germanization” as a totalitarian modernization of this part of 
Central Europe. Plans of remodelling the Turek’s nineteenth-century urban core and build 
new modernist districts with features reffering to the “German tradition” in Heimstill 
architecture (Siedlungen) were partially materialized before the liberation of the town by the 
Red Army in the January of 1945. Despite this fact, the post-1945 authoritarian government 
agents of the Polish People’s Republic dependent on USSR, decided to utilize the former 
“Nazi” recent architecture of Turek to house public institutions and modern communal 
housing estates. During the 1950s the new state-modernization agenda and propaganda in 
Poland was campaigned as a plan for the industrial welfare socialist state. Turek, a town 
included in the investments of the so called Six Year Plan of 1950-1955, in the late 1950s 
became one of the twin-cities of the Konin Coal Mining Hub (with Konin). This political 
descision of central government in Warsaw resulted in establishement of the great open coal 
mines of “Adamów” and “Konin”, new power plants and several industrial hubs built in the 
1960s and 1970s in the Eastern Wielkopolska. As a result of this state-controlled 
industrialization, Turek became a fast developing town and a site of negotiations of 
modernity.   
 
RESEARCH 
 
The interdisciplinary research project will cover the histories of the material (architectural, 
urban) changes of Turek within the twentieth-century state-controlled modernization “waves” 
of the Polish province. Its aim is to analize social, cultural and political dimensions of this 
urban changes, seeking also for current interpretations and contemporary roles of the 
architectural legacies for identity-making of inhabitants of the town.  
 
Main objectives of this research in the field of architectural history are: 
 
> who, why and how initiated urban development projects for Turek in the turbulent period of 
Polish history, from the 1920s to the 1950s? 
> what was the political in urban planning, architecture and discourses oriented on urban 
modernity and modernization of Turek: its material and social structures? 
> how architecture was perceived as a tool of urban change, framing new political, national, 
social or gender identities? 
> what was the goal of state-controlled modernizations of the Polish provincial towns in the 
late interwar period, during Nazi occupation and finally, in the communist period? 
> how politicians, technocrats and societies adressed their political agendas through 
architecture and urban planning, how discourses were fueled by descriptions or depictions of 
urban change? 
> how contemporary urban structure of Turek can be perceived as a result of state-controlled 
modernization policies of Greater Poland region; what recommendations can be made for the 
preservation policies nowadays? 


